
A GAME OF POLO WITH A

Polo (Persian: Ú†ÙˆÚ¯Ø§Ù† chogÄ•n) is a horseback mounted team sport. It is one of the world's oldest known team
sports. Polo was first played in Persia (Iran) at dates given from the 6th century BC to the 1st century AD. Polo was at
first a training game for cavalry units, usually the king's guard or.

A faceguard is commonly integral with a helmet. In the earliest account, Firdausi romanticizes an international
match between Turanian force and the followers of Syavoush, a legendary Persian ruler from the earliest
centuries of the Empire. In the land of the gaucho, boys growing up on estancias estates play polo as soon as
they learn to ride; consequently, the majority of top-ranked players are Argentines, including year-old Adolfo
Cambiaso, the sport's tabloid-handsome superstar and current leading goal scorer on the World Polo Tour.
During the 10th century the Persian King Qabus also set down some general rules of polo and especially
mentioned the risks and dangers of the game. International competition. If nobody scores in this, another
chukka is played in which the goalposts are widened and the first to score wins. Start your free trial today for
unlimited access to Britannica. From to the United States was supreme in polo. Polo is ridden with double
reins for greater accuracy of signals. Historically they have been made of bamboo , leather covered cork , hard
rubber, and for many years willow root. Polo came to the west via India, where the game was introduced in the
16th century. In time polo became a Persian national sport played extensively by the nobility. Like in hockey
or basketball , fouls are potentially dangerous plays that infringe on the rules of the game. Scoring Scoring is
simple in Polo, and a point known as a goal is scored when the ball is hit into the goal. Nurjehan, wife of the
19th century Mughal Emperor Jahangir, was also skilled at polo. But the games were confused melees, so in
London's fashionable Hurlingham Club established a set of rules see "Polo: The basic rules" , many of which
are still in use today. It is the oldest of equestrian sports. While they recount the folklore that surrounds their
local pastimes, Emma Levine examines the status of indigenous sports in a world dominated by satellite TV,
the web and the likes of Manchester United. The poet is eloquent in his praise of Syavoush's skills on the polo
field. The pony's mane is most often roached hogged , and its tail is docked or braided so that it will not snag
the rider's mallet. Players[ edit ] A girls' polo team, United States Each team consists of four mounted players,
which can be mixed teams of both men and women. In the games played in Manipur centuries ago, players
were allowed to carry the ball with them on their horses which often lead to physical fights between players to
gain the ball for their teams. By the time the article came out on June 2, the Denison Club had already received
a letter from Bennett indicating the challenge was offered before the "first" games in New York. The format of
snow polo varies depending on the space available.


